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Abstract

Student visitation during traditional office hours are an important component in student learning. However, they are limited as to student throughput due not only to time limitations but also physical space. Physical space limitation acts as a bottleneck to both faculty-student and student-student interaction and mentoring. In September 2015, the University opened an ideation space with reconfigurable walls, abundant board space, computer monitors and projectors, as well as roaming tables and chairs. The space was quickly adopted by students learning in groups or individually. A group of faculty from two engineering disciplines decided to hold about half of their scheduled office hours in the ideation space. It quickly became obvious that the new ideation space allows for a different interaction with students seeking help. The available space allows for multiple groups of students to interact with each other as well as interact with the faculty mentor concurrently. Initial student feedback indicates that the students generally prefer ideation space mentoring and find it a more effective learning experience. Efficacy comparisons to traditional office hour mentoring covering a one-semester deployment are made in this paper. Additional survey results and data on ideation space utilization as compared to traditional office hours covering a full academic year will be presented at the conference.

1. Introduction

Student visitation with faculty during scheduled office hours is an important aspect of the learning experience. In addition, such visitation has been shown to positively affect student motivation and academic self-confidence as well as an increased sense of purpose. Many students feel that encouragement by faculty during office hours helped build the students’ confidence, and, after meeting with professors during office hours, felt more comfortable asking questions during classroom time. Nadler and Nadler conclude that “Education does not stop at the classroom doors and neither should our scholarly exploration of communication in this environment.” While much of the current literature is focused on virtual office hours, traditional one-on-one, face-to-face office hours still play an important part in student success.

Office hours held in a private, faculty office provide many positive aspects. As one student recently reported on the survey for this current study “[the] Office is good for more private meetings and one-on-one advising.” Unfortunately, student-faculty meeting held in a typical faculty office can also present obstacles to overcome: another student in this study reported “[the faculty office has] more privacy but for this course a lot of students have questions so the office was full every office hour.” While traditional office hours and virtual office hours are the most common alternatives, it seems reasonable to investigate other possibilities.

In fall, 2015, The Shiley-Marcos School of Engineering (SMSE) at the University of San Diego (USD) added an ideation space in support of engineering design activities and education (with support from Cymer, Inc.). This 1600 ft² open, reconfigurable idea center provides a seating area, teleconferencing facilities, flexible furniture and a mobile panel grid system with writable
white boards, all designed to encourage collaboration and exploration. The space was quickly adopted by students for a variety of activities, ranging from leisurely activities between classes, to group study work, to design project meetings. Three of the SMSE engineering faculty decided to hold a portion of their office hours in this ideation space with the goal of transforming traditional office hours into project-based, group learning experiences.

Ideation refers to the formation of ideas from their initial creative generation, through their development, to their application or communication. Hence ideation is an important component of the engineering design process [6]. However, ideation concepts have been applied in a variety of areas, including economics and sociology [7].

Ideation concepts are introduced to engineering students in the context of alternative design generation. Examples for intuitive methods are brainstorming, Osborne’s checklist, or random stimulation [8] [9]. On the other hand, logical methods are database-oriented [10] [11]. Shah, Smith, and Vargas-Hernandez [12] developed assessment measures to assess ideation effectiveness. Their outcome-based metrics are based on quantity, quality, novelty, and variety.

This paper is a first evaluation of this novel approach to office hours. The intent of this first study is to evaluate student preferences concerning receiving faculty assistance in the areas of homework, additional examples, questions about the lectures, preparation for examinations, and academic advising.

2. Use of the ideation space

Each of the three faculty involved divided the USD requirement for at least five weekly office hours between the faculty office and the SMSE ideation space:

- One faculty member divided the weekly office hours into two hours held in the faculty office and three hours held in the ideation space. During the first week of classes, it was assured that all students are able to attend at least one hour per week.
- Another faculty member held three weekly office hours in the faculty office and, similarly, three hours in the ideation space. During the first week of classes, students voted on office hour timing with the intent of servicing as many students as possible in each space. Two hours dedicated to each space were at the same time (early afternoon on Monday for the ideation space and on Wednesday for the faculty office).
- The third faculty member held office hours in a faculty office on Monday and Wednesday for 2 hours per day and used the ideation space for one and one-half hours in the mornings of Tuesday and Thursday.

As a comparison, the faculty offices in SMSE are typically approximately 120 ft² with a few larger offices of approximately 165 ft². The smaller offices typically have 2 or 3 side chairs for students while the larger offices can accommodate 3 to 5 chairs for students. Two of the faculty members involved in this study have the smaller offices with one study member having a larger office.

3. Courses involved in this study
The courses involved in this study are those assigned to the authors based on departmental needs. As such these courses span the range of engineering course offerings at SMSE from introductory freshman courses to senior-level courses:

- ENGR 101H: The honors section of Introduction to Engineering meets twice a week for two hours of lectures and labs. The course is focused on the design of a hill-climbing vehicle, which is designed using SolidWorks, built using laser-cut plywood, and controlled by an Arduino controller. The course topics include an introduction to the engineering design process, engineering drawings and SolidWorks, basic shop practices and safety, programming and Arduino controllers, and engineering analysis in Excel. Sixteen incoming first-year students were enrolled in this course.

- MENG 300: Two sections of this junior-level mechanical engineering thermodynamics course were part of this study. The course covers thermodynamic cycles (Rankine, Otto, Diesel, and Brayton cycles), psychrometrics, and thermodynamic relations and analysis. Each section had an enrollment of about twenty students.

- ENGR 311: is a traditional introductory junior-level materials science course with an emphasis at the end of the semester on electrical properties of materials. This course had an enrollment of thirty-five students.

- ELEC 470: The single section of this senior-level electrical engineering course in communication systems was part of this study. The course and its associated laboratory cover: signal analysis, analog and digital modulation and detection techniques, modern communication circuits and devices, along with applications of probability theory and random processes to communication systems. There were twenty-nine students enrolled in the course.

- ENGR 296/MENG 496: The ideation space was also used for weekly undergraduate research meetings to discuss progress and directions of the research project. There were ten students participating in these research project courses.

4. The student survey instrument and results

The students participating in this study were each given a simple survey consisting of nine questions and two spaces for general commentary. The first two questions asked which course applied to the study and whether that course fulfilled a general engineering breadth requirement or was required for the major. The next two questions asked about frequency of attending office hours and whether the student attended office hours in the ideation space. The five primary questions for this survey asked, on a seven point Likert scale, about preference between having office hours in faculty offices as opposed to the ideation space in five general categories: help with homework, examples, exam preparation, questions from the lecture, and academic advising (Figure 1). The two final spaces asked for “comment on the relative usefulness of office hours in the ideation space and the professor’s office” and “other comments concerning using the ideation space.”
While students were encouraged to respond, completion of the survey forms was not a requirement in any of the classes and all student responses were anonymous. A total of 68 students completed survey forms. Of that number, 16% responded “I don’t attend office hours”, 54% reported attending office hours “some weeks”, 21% reported attending weekly, and 9% multiple times a week with a mean value of 1.9 times a week. 62% reported attending office hours in the ideation space.

In response to the five preference questions, students preferred the ideation space for three of the queried activities, had no real preference for one activity, and strongly preferred traditional office hours in the faculty office for one of the queried activities.

Students clearly preferred receiving faculty assistance concerning help with examples (Figure 2) and exam preparation (Figure 3) in the ideation space. Each showed an average of just over one full step (examples: 1.13 – exam preparation: 1.08). The ideation space was also preferred for help with homework assignments (Figure 4), but not quite as strongly (0.62 steps). Interestingly, the preference for the ideation space in these three categories was stronger by 0.18 to 0.81 steps among the students of faculty with smaller offices (homework: 1.42 – examples: 1.31 – exam preparation 1.52). It is not clear at this point if faculty office size is a contributing factor in student preferences.

Student preferring the ideation space for these topics provided positive commentary:

- “I.S. [ideation space] great for review sessions for tests – F.O. [faculty office] great for more personal help/questions”
- “there wasn’t an issue of having enough space”
- “professor was able to help more people at once in ideation space”
Figure 2  Student preferences in obtaining faculty help with examples.

Figure 3  Student preferences in obtaining faculty help with exam preparation.
Questions concerning the lecture produced inconclusive preferences among the students in the study with a very slight (0.13 steps) edge toward the faculty office (Figure 5). When dealing only with the smaller faculty offices, the results were similarly inconclusive, but edged toward the ideation space by 0.06 steps (a change of 0.19 steps).

Distinctly different than all other questions, academic advising was overwhelmingly preferred (2.2 steps) to be in the faculty office (Figure 6). Student comments indicated that academic advising and personal issues require private space:

- “The ideation space seems ideal for hw and questions due to the whiteboards and being open, but I'd prefer office hours to talk about advising because it seems more personal.”
• “the office is better for one-on-one questions about homework and question from lecture.”

Figure 6 Student preferences in obtaining faculty help with academic advising.

6. Summary and plans for the future

A one-semester study comparing student preference for faculty office hours held in the faculty office to those in a large public (ideation) space was reported upon. Students participating in the study were enrolled in a broad spectrum of engineering courses ranging from introductory freshman course to senior engineering major-specific courses. Initial data analysis seems to indicate that holding a portion of traditional faculty office hours in a large, public space is a worthwhile endeavor. Many students showed a distinct preference for the SMSE ideation space: “I liked using the ideation space b/c there is more room to communicate with other students, as well as the professor.” Other students had a positive perspective on both spaces: “I think both spaces were fine, but more individual in office and a lot of peer help as well as professor’s help in ideation space.”

Still, large spaces do have negative aspects: “I feel others are distracted if there are lots of students making noise in the ideation space”; “[the] office is quieter”. One situation noticed by both faculty and students was the tendency for students to cluster around the professor creating a situation similar to a wall-less office: “I believe that when the office hours were done in the ideation space there was not enough time with the professor. Certain groups were always there and didn’t allow everyone to get one-on-one time with the professor. I felt uncomfortable to ask questions with larger groups around and stopped coming to the hours because I felt there was no chance to ask questions needed.”
The SMSE faculty involved in this study plan to continue this study over at least another academic year. As the team’s teaching assignments change the continuation study will extend over a broader range of students and courses. With an increased sample size, more detailed analysis of data will be undertaken.
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